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H E L L O  S A N D R A ,

Most candidates are drawn to agencies for the free food, super cool treadmill desks, and 

loose dress code. And while all of those things sound really AWESOME coming from my all-

too-corporate cubicle, what really attracted me to BOHAN was seeing a very heavy focus on 

highly conceptual creativity, passion for collaboration and honesty and the ability to balance 

working hard and having a lot of fun. Which makes up the perfect equation for building 

amazing relationships with clients and pushes your team to always bring their “A” game.  

I’ve been able to work for a small creative start-up, a sports marketing agency, and a national 

restaurant brand. Those experiences have given me such great perspective and insight on 

why a client is asking for the sun, the moon and stars by EOD, how to motivate a small team 

to produce great results, and how to squeeze a dollar out of a dime. 

Over the last 8 years, I’ve built my career on learning how to build strong healthy 

relationships with my clients, team, and executives. As well as always looking for ways to 

streamline procedures, and consistently striving to boost the creativity and productivity of 

my team. Among my colleagues, I’m known as the one who can keep their cool and pick up 

the pieces, no matter what amount of you-know-what hits the fan. 

I’ve always had to be comfortable wearing many hats and I never stray away from rolling up 

my sleeves and getting the job done. If I’m in a client presentation meeting and the video 

isn’t working, I’m not one to just call IT and wait. I’ll (gracefully) crawl under the table, and 

check that everything is properly plugged in.  My career has prepared me to take on any 

challenge that comes my way and I’m ready to take on a new challenge with BOHAN.

I would love the opportunity to meet in person to further discuss my experience and the 

value I can offer you as the next Restaurant Management Supervisor at BOHAN. For any 

additional information about my skills or background please review my resume and portfolio, 

and If you have any other questions please don’t hesitate to reach out to me.

Thank you for your time and consideration. ,

JOSH OWEN


